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The Challenge
 

WITH AN UNPRECEDENTED AMOUNT OF PRODUCT RELEASES, developers and security teams are 
both faced with the challenge of balancing security with delivery. While developers want to 
develop and ship products quickly, security teams want to ensure that these products are secure. 
This challenge clearly underlies the need for new tools that will allow organizations to discover and 
remediate vulnerabilities early in the development process to keep up with the pace of product 
delivery without compromising product security.

The solution is a cybersecurity tool that integrates seamlessly with your development workflow and 
allows you to validate and prioritize vulnerabilities early in the development process. This will help 
developers reduce their vulnerability backlog and remediate vulnerabilities that actually pose a 
risk without causing delays in product releases. 

Know Your Real Attack Surface And Fix What Is Exploitable

Jenkins is one of the world’s leading open-
source CI/CD tools. By integrating directly with 
Jenkins, Rezilion’s platform first helps customers 
discover all software components in their 
environment. Then using granular run-time 
validation helps them prioritize vulnerabilities 
that are exploitable and eliminate what isn’t 
relevant, so they can focus on what matters 
most and remediate strategically. Following  
are the key benefits of this integration:

 Reduce vulnerability backlog by 85% by 
eliminating un-exploitable vulnerabilities that 
are not loaded to memory.

 Reduce patching efforts by prioritizing  
what matters most in your environment, thus 
saving developers many hours and delivering 
better products faster.

 Reduce remediation timelines from 
months to hours with seamless integration into 
the development workflow that allows timely 
attention to threats. 

 A Dynamic Software Bill of Materials 
(SBOM) that quickly provides a comprehensive 
view of all the software components including 
open source components including their 
loaded/unloaded status and exportable in 
cycloneDX format.
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Figure 1: The Dynamic SBOM shows all software components present in your environment.

Figure 2: The validated vulnerabilities report shows all components found in your environment 
categorized by either loaded/exploitable or unloaded/unexploitable state.

 Shifting left — Customers can validate 
vulnerabilities early on the development process 
— right after the build — as part of the existing 
testing phase within the CI pipeline. 

 Actionable insights and easy-to-interpret 
results — Customers can view and share 
reports from within the Jenkins  UI that provide 
actionable insights for taking remediation steps.  
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Figure 3: The vulnerable components report shows a list of components found by the vulnerability 
scanner. Each row represents a component with an exploitability context. 

With this integration, Jenkins users can REDUCE THEIR VULNERABILITY BACKLOG  
BY 85% and get a quick view into their actual software attack surface.

“Why is this Integration Important?” 



Why This Integration Matters to the CISO,  
Product Security, and Developers 

 

1. Developers are focused on delivering 
products quickly.

Developers are faced with a growing backlog 
of vulnerabilities and not knowing which 
vulnerabilities actually matter, they end up 
spending time on vulnerabilities that pose no 
actual risk. The Rezilion-Jenkins integration 
ensures this does not happen by discovering all 
the vulnerabilities, validating their exploitability, 
and prioritizing which vulnerabilities to fix first. 
This reduces the backlog by up to 85% and 
allows developers to release products quickly  
by focusing on what matters most.  

2. The product security team aims to drive  
risk reduction.

The Rezilion-Jenkins integration allows product 
security teams to detect all vulnerabilities early 
in the development process and remediate 
them automatically with very little effort for on-
time product delivery.  

3. The CISO is responsible for overall security 
risk across the platform.

The Rezilion-Jenkins integration makes sure 
that vulnerabilities are detected, prioritized 
and remediation. All the while, products are 
release quickly and securely without sacrificing 
productivity and make SLAs more achievable.
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About Rezilion
Rezilion’s platform automatically secures the software you deliver to customers. Rezilion’s continuous runtime analysis detects 
vulnerable software components on any layer of the software stack and determines their exploitability, filtering out up to 95% of 
identified vulnerabilities. Rezilion then automatically mitigates exploitable vulnerabilities across the SDLC, reducing vulnerability 
backlogs and remediation timelines from months to hours, while giving DevOps teams time back to build. 

Learn more about Rezilion's software attack surface management platform at www.rezilion.com and get your 30-day free trial.

Get Started with Rezilion Solutions Learn more about Rezilion's software attack surface 
management platform at www.rezilion.com and get your 30-day free trial. Or see our 
platform in action and book a demo at https://www.rezilion.com/request-a-demo/.

http://www.rezilion.com
https://www.rezilion.com/request-a-demo/

